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(2) Community Meetings on Site

Went on a Road Show and met with the following groups to solicit feedback:

- Latino Cultural District, Erick Arguello
- Bernal Dwellings, Board Members
- Captain Perea, Mission Captain District
- Precita Eyes, Susan Cervantes
- Mission Education Project- Lana Alviar
- Office of the BOS- Hillary Ronen, Sheila Chung, Leg Aide
Q2, 2015
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A central entry and lobby and a central courtyard re-make the Garfield Pool and Garfield Clubhouse as one new Garfield Center

Conceptual Goals

- Create one unified center with a single lobby for natatorium, clubhouse and courtyard
- Give the building identity, visibility- make it obvious to find the front door
- Courtyard: connects entry, natatorium and multi-purpose space, provides outdoor flexible activity space, and becomes the heart of Garfield center